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Abstract. We present a Multi-Index Quasi-Monte Carlo method for the solution of elliptic4
partial differential equations with random coefficients. By combining the multi-index sampling idea5
with randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rules, the algorithm constructs an estimator for the expected6
value of some functional of the solution. The efficiency of this new method is illustrated on a three-7
dimensional subsurface flow problem with lognormal diffusion coefficient with underlying Matérn8
covariance function. This example is particularly challenging because of the small correlation length9
considered, and thus the large number of uncertainties that must be included. We show numerical10
evidence that it is possible to achieve a cost inversely proportional to the requested tolerance on the11
root-mean-square error, for problems with a smoothly varying random field.12
1. Introduction. In a mathematical model for a real-life process, the param-13
eters are often unknown or subject to uncertainty. These models often show up14
in Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) in engineering applications. Notable examples15
are partial differential equations (PDEs) with random coefficients, random initial or16
boundary values or an uncertain geometry. UQ aims at developing rigorous methods17
to characterize the impact of these uncertainties on the model outputs.18
Randomized UQ methods, such as the Monte Carlo method, continue to draw19
a lot of attention, because they allow us to compute statistics of the model output20
in a non-intrusive way. However, the classical Monte Carlo (MC) method is often21
viewed as impractical due to the large number of expensive realizations required. It22
is a notorious result that the error of the MC method converges as O(1/√N), where23
N is the number of independent realizations.24
The cost of MC simulation can be reduced by lowering the required number of25
samples by using, e.g., variance reduction techniques, or by switching to the Quasi-26
Monte Carlo (QMC) method. QMC methods first became popular in 1995, when a27
360-dimensional integral was computed very efficiently by Paskov and Traub [31]. The28
key to reducing the cost of the estimator lays in choosing the realizations carefully,29
as opposed to the random realizations in the MC method. A recent overview paper30
of QMC methods for PDEs with random coefficients can be found in [23].31
In 2008, the Multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method was reinvented as a very32
effective variance reduction technique [2,6,14,16,22]. MLMC is based on a multigrid33
idea, by assuming that realizations with a different accuracy are available. By esti-34
mating successive differences between these approximations, the method reduces the35
computational cost of the estimator compared to standard MC. A recent generaliza-36
tion of MLMC, called Multi-Index Monte Carlo (MIMC), was proposed in [21]. This37
method extends the one-dimensional level to a multi-index, allowing us to achieve38
better convergence rates compared to MLMC. However, the method requires more39
regularity of the underlying solution compared to MLMC. The goal of this work is40
to combine the MIMC method with QMC methods. In this sense, our work can be41
viewed as a multi-index extension of [24], or a Quasi-Monte Carlo extension of [21].42
The text is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce a typical application of PDEs43
with random coefficients that originates from geophysics. After recalling the Multi-44
Index Monte Carlo method in §3 and its Quasi-Monte Carlo counterpart in §4, we45
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Fig. 1: Typical realizations of the Gaussian random field Z(x, ω) defined onD = [0, 1]3
for three sets of parameters {λ, σ2, ν} in the Matérn kernel. The realizations are
computed using a truncated KL-expansion with 1000 terms.
investigate numerically the performance of these methods in §5. We end the discussion46
with some conclusions and ideas for further work.47
2. Problem Formulation. A central topic in groundwater studies is the steady-48
state flow through random porous media [6]. This flow is described by Darcy’s law,49
coupled with an incompressibility condition, leading to the parameterized PDE50
(1) −∇ · (k(x, ω)∇p(x, ω)) = f(x) for x ∈ D, ω ∈ Ω,51
where D is a bounded domain in Rd, with d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and Ω is the sample space of52
a probability space (Ω,A, P ). We consider deterministic mixed Dirichlet–Neumann53
boundary conditions54
p(x, ω) = pD(x) for x ∈ ΓD and55
n(x) · (k(x, ω)∇p(x, ω)) = pN (x) for x ∈ ΓN ,5657
with Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN the boundary of the domain D, and n(x) is the outward normal58
on the boundary ΓN . The diffusion coefficient k(x, ω) represents the permeability59
of the porous medium. In practice, this permeability is not known at every location60
x, and, in geophysics, it is commonly modeled as a random field on D × Ω, i.e.,61
k : D × Ω → R : (x, ω) 7→ k(x, ω). For a fixed sample ω ∈ Ω, the associated62
realization of the random field is a deterministic function from D to R, denoted63
as k(·, ω). Each such realization then corresponds to a deterministic version of the64
parameterized PDE. As a consequence, the solution of (1), the unknown hydrostatic65
pressure head p(x, ω), must itself be a random field on D×Ω. The source term f(x)66
is assumed to be deterministic.67
A commonly used model for the permeability k(x, ω) is a lognormal distribution,68
k(x, ω) = exp(Z(x, ω)),69
where Z is an underlying Gaussian random field with given mean and covariance. The70
exponential ensures that the permeability remains positive throughout the domain D.71
A Gaussian random field Z(x, ω) is a random field where for every M ∈ N and72
xi ∈ D, the vector Z = (Z(xi, ω))Mi=1 follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution73
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with mean µi = µ(xi) and covariance function74
C(xi,xj) := cov(Z(xi, ω), Z(xj , ω))75
= E[(Z(xi, ω)− µ(xi))(Z(xj , ω)− µ(xj))], xi,xj ∈ D.7677
Specifically, we write Z ∼ N (µ,Σ) with Σi,j = C(xi,xj). A Gaussian random field78
is fully characterized by its mean µ and covariance function C. An important special79
case are the so-called stationary random fields, where µ is constant and the covariance80
function C only depends on the difference xi −xj . Throughout this text, we will use81
the stationary Whittle–Matérn covariance function, given by82
(2) C(xi,xj) = σ2
1
2ν−1Γ(ν)
(√
2ν
‖xi − xj‖p
λ
)ν
Kν
(√
2ν
‖xi − xj‖p
λ
)
,83
where Γ is the Gamma function, Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second84
kind and ‖xi − xj‖p denotes the `p distance between the points xi and xj . There85
are three parameters in this model: the correlation length λ, the (marginal) variance86
σ2, and the smoothness parameter ν. By varying this set of parameters {λ, σ2, ν}87
we can model a broad range of materials with different permeabilities, see Figure 1.88
Note that for ν = 1/2, the Matérn covariance reduces to the well-known exponential89
covariance function,90
C(xi,xj) = σ
2 exp
(
−‖xi − xj‖p
λ
)
.91
Several techniques exist to produce samples of a random field, such as the poly-92
nomial chaos expansion [38], the circulant embedding technique [18], a factorization93
based on H-matrices [11], or the Karhunen–Loève (KL) expansion [13]. We will focus94
on this last approach. The KL-expansion95
(3) Z(x, ω) = µ(x) +
∞∑
r=1
√
θrfr(x)ξr(ω)96
represents the Gaussian random field Z(x, ω) as a linear combination of a product of97
a number of eigenvalues θr and eigenfunctions fr, with N (0, 1)-distributed random98
numbers ξr(ω) as coefficients. The eigenvalues θr and eigenfunctions fr are the eigen-99
values and eigenfunctions of the integral operator C associated with the covariance100
function,101
(C f)(xi) =
∫
D
C(xi,xj)f(xj) dxj , xi,xj ∈ D.102
For ν = 1/2 and the `1-distance, analytic expressions are available for θr and fr,103
see [6]. For other ν-values with p = 1, one must solve the one-dimensional eigenvalue104
problem C f = θf . In the numerical experiments later on, we will use the `1-norm105
and discretize the operator C into a matrix and use its eigenvalues and eigenvectors106
as discrete approximations of θr and fr. Solving this eigenvalue problem (EVP) is107
typically done only once, and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are stored for later108
reference. Therefore, we will ignore the cost of solving the EVP in our cost model109
later on.110
The KL-expansion is the continuous equivalent of the singular value decomposi-111
tion (SVD) for matrices, and, in this sense, it is the unique expansion that minimizes112
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Fig. 2: Decay of the three-dimensional eigenvalues with p = 1 for three different sets of
parameters {λ, σ2, ν} in the Matérn kernel. The dashed lines indicate the theoretical
convergence rates.
the mean square error (MSE) of the representation in L2(D) if the expansion is trun-113
cated after a finite number of terms:114
(4) Zs(x, ω) = µ(x) +
s∑
r=1
√
θrfr(x)ξr(ω).115
An important question is how many terms should be retained in (4) to accurately116
approximate the random field Z(x, ω). If the eigenvalues θr decay fast, then, for117
large enough value of r, the relative contribution of fr to the sum in (3) will be118
small. Hence, the faster the decay of θr, the better an s-term approximation will119
be. Typically, the number of terms s is chosen such that 95% of the variance in the120
random field Z(x, ω) is captured by the first s terms. For the Matérn covariance121
in d dimensions, considered here, there is an analytic expression for the asymptotic122
convergence rate of the eigenvalues,123
θr ∼ O
(
r−
2ν+d
d
)
,124
see [1] or [17]. It can be shown that, when ν = ∞ in (2), the eigenvalues decay at125
least exponentially, see [35]. It should be noted that, the smoother the underlying126
covariance function (determined by the smoothness parameter ν), the faster the eigen-127
values θr decay and thus the fewer terms are needed for an accurate representation of128
the random field, see Figure 2. On the other hand, when the problem is non-smooth,129
a large number of initial eigenvalues have approximately the same magnitude, and a130
lot of terms are needed in the KL-expansion of the Gaussian random field.131
In the remainder of this text, we will develop solution methods for PDEs with132
random coefficients such as (1), and show how to efficiently compute statistics of quan-133
tities derived from the solution of the PDE-model. For example, we will be interested134
in the expected value E[G(ω)] = E[G(p(x, ω))], where the quantity of interest G is a135
functional G applied to the solution p(x, ω). As such, we will quantify the uncertainty136
in the underlying PDE model.137
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3. Multi-Index Monte Carlo Sampling. In this section we review the main138
ideas of the Multi-Index Monte Carlo (MIMC) method, as introduced in [21]. MIMC139
can be seen as an extension of the Multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method [16] where140
the single scalar level is extended to a multi-index. As a consequence, the hierarchy141
of scalar levels is extended to a larger, multi-dimensional hierarchy of indices. This142
allows more flexibility in choosing which grids are needed in the resulting estimator.143
The method can also be seen as a combination of sparse grids in its combination144
technique-form [4,19] and Monte Carlo sampling.145
3.1. Derivation of the MIMC Estimator. Consider the parameterized PDE146
from (1). For each realization of the random field k(x, ω), we must find a solution of a147
deterministic PDE using an appropriate numerical scheme. In our experiments later148
on, we will use a second-order finite volume (FV)method. This method is often used in149
the context of subsurface flow simulations, because of the mass conservation property.150
The FV method partitions the domain D into cells with a finite volume, called control151
volumes. For ease of presentation, we limit ourselves to the unit cube D = [0, 1]3.152
Suppose we partition this domain into md square cells. For every realization k(·, ω),153
we compute the value of k in each of the cell centers, and use the second-order FV154
method to find a solution p(·, ω) in each of these points. From this solution, we then155
compute the value of a quantity of interest, such as a point evaluation on D or a flux156
through a part of the boundary Γ. Let Gm(ω) denote the application of the quantity157
of interest to the discrete solution of a realization of the PDE associated with the158
sample ω. The classical Monte Carlo method would then pick m and N large enough,159
to approximate E[Gm] by160
(5) SN (Gm) := 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
Gm(ωn).161
In contrast to this, the Multi-Index Monte Carlo method [21] uses discretizations162
with different mesh sizes for the different directions. For this, define163 (
m0,iM
`i
i
)d
i=1
with integers m0,i > 0 and Mi > 1,164
where ~` := (`i)di=1 ∈ Nd0, with N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and d ≥ 1, denotes a (multi-)index.165
Correspondingly, let G~`(ω) denote an approximation to the quantity of interest G on166
such an m0,1M `11 × · · · ×m0,dM `dd -point mesh.167
Instead of approximating the expected value of the quantity of interest directly168
on the fine mesh, the MIMC method finds approximations for the expected value of169
the differences ∆G~`(ω) defined by170
∆G~`(ω) :=
(
d⊗
i=1
∆i
)
G~`(ω)171
with172
∆iG~`(ω) =
{
G~`(ω)−G~`−~ei(ω) if `i > 0,
G~`(ω) if `i = 0.
173
Here, ~ei denotes the unit vector in direction i and ⊗di=1∆i = ∆d · · ·∆2∆1. In general,174
taking a sample ∆G~`(ω) will require a deterministic solution of the PDE at 2d different175
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Fig. 3: An example of multi-index grids in two dimensions. The arrows indicate which
grids must be considered to compute a sample of the multi-index difference ∆G~`(ω).
grids, see Figure 3. For example, to take a single sample of ∆G(1,2)(ω), we must solve176
the PDE four times, using four different values for the discretization parameters:177
(1, 2), (0, 2), (1, 1) and (0, 1). The multi-index difference is then computed as178
∆G(1,2)(ω) = ∆2(∆1G(1,2)(ω))179
= (G(1,2)(ω)−G(0,2)(ω))− (G(1,1)(ω)−G(0,1)(ω))180
= G(1,2)(ω)−G(0,2)(ω)−G(1,1)(ω) +G(0,1)(ω).181182
A key point is that these four solutions are based on the same realization of the random183
field k(x, ω), i.e., with the same sample ω. Thus, the same random numbers ξr(ω),184
are used in its KL-expansion in (4). We therefore expect the quantity of interest on185
each of these grids to be close to each other, such that the variance V[∆G~`(ω)] of the186
multi-index differences will be small. This is the rationale behind the Multi-Index187
Monte Carlo (MIMC) estimator188
ML :=
∑
~`∈I(L)
SN~`(∆G~`) =
∑
~`∈I(L)
1
N~`
N~`−1∑
n=0
∆G~`(ωn),(6)189
190
where the set I(L) is conveniently called the index set. The parameter L ∈ N0191
controls the size of this index set, and I(L − 1) ⊂ I(L), L = 1, 2 . . .. The estimator192
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is asymptotically unbiased, i.e., the sequence (E[ML])L≥1 converges to E[G]. Let us193
denote the variance of the multi-index difference by V~` := V[∆G~`]. The variance of194
the estimator is then given by195
(7) V[ML] =
∑
~`∈I(L)
V~`
N~`
=
∑
~`∈I(L)
V˜~`,196
where V˜~` := V~`/N~` is the contribution of index ~` to the total variance of the estimator.197
We assume that the index set I(L) ⊆ Nd0 is an admissible (or downward closed)198
index set, meaning that for all199
~τ ≤ ~` ∈ I(L)⇒ ~τ ∈ I(L),200201
where ~τ ≤ ~` means τj ≤ `j for all j, see [5]. Hence, for every index ~` 6= (0, 0, . . .) in202
an admissible index set, all indices with smaller entries in at least one direction are203
also included in the set. Amongst others, this condition ensures that the index set204
does not contain gaps.205
Throughout this text, we will encounter two different types of index sets:206
• Full Tensor (FT) index sets:207
(8) I(L) =
{
~` ∈ Nd : `i ≤ L for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d
}
, and208
• Total Degree (TD) index sets:209
(9) I(L) =
{
~` ∈ Nd :
d∑
i=1
`i ≤ L
}
.210
The latter is inspired by the so-called Smolyak-construction in sparse grids [12, 36].211
The FT index set would include all grids shown in Figure 3, whereas the TD index set212
corresponds to the grids inside the upper left triangle. Note that the classical Multi-213
level Monte Carlo method only includes the grids on the main diagonal of Figure 3.214
In [21], it is shown that indices that are contained inside the weighted d-simplex,215
i.e., the weighted TD-type216
I(L) =
{
~` ∈ Nd :
d∑
i=1
δi`i ≤ L
}
,
d∑
i=1
δi = 1 and 0 < δi ≤ 1,217
form an optimal index set under certain conditions.218
At this point, we should stress that the MIMC method is not limited to problems219
with a FV discretization on a unit cube. Any discretization method on any domain D220
that allows for a successive refinement in some direction can be used for solving the221
deterministic PDE underlying the parameterized model (1). Furthermore, the multi-222
index is not only restricted to the number of dimensions in the physical discretization,223
see e.g., [34], where the multi-index controls the physical discretization as well as two224
KL expansions.225
The objective of estimator (6) is to compute the expected value of the quantity of226
interest, E[G], to sufficient accuracy, for example by bounding the root mean square227
error (RMSE) by a tolerance parameter  > 0:228
(10) RMSE =
√
E[(ML − E[G])2] ≤ .229
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The quantity under the square root is the MSE, which can be expanded as230
(11) MSE = V[ML] + Bias(ML, G)2,231
a classical result from statistics [37]. The first term in (11) is the variance of the232
estimator, given by (7), and represents the statistical part of the error. It can be233
reduced by taking more samples. The second term in (11) is the square of the bias of234
the estimator. It can be reduced by adding more indices to the index set. If we want235
the MSE ≤ 2, then it is sufficient to take V[ML] ≤ η2 and Bias(ML, G)2 ≤ (1−η)2,236
with η ∈ (0, 1).237
Denote by W~` the amount of work to compute a single sample of the difference238
∆G~` of the quantity of interest at index ~`. The optimal number of samples N~` at239
each index ~` can be computed by balancing the total amount of work240
W =
∑
~`∈I(L)
N~`W~`(12)241
242
over all indices in the index set, such that the statistical part of (11) is satisfied. Then,243
the solution of the optimization problem244
min
N~`
W245
s.t.
∑
~`∈I(L)
V~`
N~`
≤ η2246
247
can be found as248
(13) N~` =
1
η2
√
V~`
W~`
∑
~τ∈I(L)
√
V~τW~τ for all ~` ∈ I(L)249
using the method of the Lagrange multipliers. In practical computations, this value250
can be rounded up to the nearest largest integer dN~`e. The variance V~` in (13) can251
be approximated by a sample variance,252
(14) V~` ≈ 1
N~` − 1
N~`−1∑
n=0
(
∆G~`(ωn)− SN~`(∆G~`)
)2
.253
The contribution of index ~` to the total variance of the estimator (7) is thus approx-254
imated by255
(15) V˜~` =
V~`
N~`
≈ 1
N~`(N~` − 1)
N~`−1∑
n=0
(
∆G~`(ωn)− SN~`(∆G~`)
)2
.256
The wall clock time can be used as a cost estimate for the true cost W~`.257
3.2. An Algorithm for MIMC Simulation. All elements are in place to258
formulate a complete algorithm for MIMC simulation (Algorithm 1). As input, the259
method requires a requested tolerance on the RMSE of the expected value of some260
quantity of interest. The outputs returned by the method are the value of the MIMC261
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estimator and an error estimate on the computed result. We clarify some of the262
essential components of the algorithm.263
The algorithm is adaptive in the index set parameter L. That is, we start from264
an index set {(0, . . . , 0)} and add more indices to the set according to (8) or (9), until265
the total error estimate is less than the requested accuracy . At each new index,266
N˜warm-up samples are taken to get an initial estimate for the variance contribution.267
Note that if this number of samples exceeds the optimal number of samples in (13),268
performance deterioration may arise, see [32]. This often happens on the fine grids,269
where the required number of samples is small. We find in our numerical examples270
that N˜ = 32 is a good trade-off. There are techniques to somewhat overcome this271
problem, such as regression on the variance model as suggested in [16], or continuation272
Multilevel Monte Carlo [7]. It is the latter approach that we will use in our numerical273
experiments later.274
The bias is computed using the heuristic275
Bias(ML, G) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
~` /∈I(L)
E[∆G~`]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≈ Bˆ :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
~`∈∂I(L)
E[∆G~`]
∣∣∣∣∣∣(16)276
277
where ∂I(L) = I(L) \ I(L− 1) is the boundary of the index set, similar to [12]. The278
mean E[∆G~`] can be approximated by a sample average. The approximation along279
the boundary is justified for cases where E[∆G~`] decays sufficiently fast with respect280
to L. In [21], for example, the analysis assumes that the decay is at least exponentially281
fast with respect to ~`. We stress that (16) is a heuristic, and it might fail, even with282
sufficient decay.283
The algorithm continues by adding samples at each index in the index set accord-284
ing to (13). Next, an estimate for the variance of the estimator is computed. When285
this estimate is larger than the allowed accuracy 2/2, we double the number of sam-286
ples at the index where the ratio of variance contribution V˜~` = V~`/N~` and cost W~` is287
largest. In the next iteration, formula (13) is reevaluated and additional samples are288
taken accordingly. That way, our estimator is guaranteed to have a variance smaller289
than or equal to a fraction 1/2 of the MSE budget.290
Note that Algorithm 1 is presented for a fixed η = 1/2. In our implementation,291
we adapted the error splitting parameter when the square of the bias is smaller than292
2/2, where we further restrict η ∈ [1/2, 1). We have that η = 1 − Bˆ2/2. Thus, the293
remaining portion of the MSE budget is used to relax the requirement on the variance294
of the estimator.295
4. Multi-Index Quasi-Monte Carlo Simulation. In this section, we derive296
the Multi-Index Quasi-Monte Carlo (MIQMC) estimator. We start with a short intro-297
duction on Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) methods, before combining such methods with298
the MIMC estimator from the previous section. Finally, we will discuss an algorithm299
for MIQMC simulation.300
4.1. Quasi-Monte Carlo Quadrature. The QMC method is a method to301
approximate high-dimensional integrals302
Is(f) =
∫
[0,1]s
f(y) dy303
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Algorithm 1 MIMC
input: tolerance  on RMSE
L = 0
I(L) = {(0, . . . , 0)}
I(L− 1) = ∅
error =∞
repeat
for ~` ∈ I(L)\I(L− 1) do
take N˜ MC warm-up samples at index ~`
use the sample variance (14) as an estimate for the variance V~`
compute the contribution V˜~` to the total variance of the estimator using (15)
end for
compute an estimate Vˆ for the variance of the estimator using (7)
repeat
for ~` ∈ I(L) do
compute the optimal number of samples N~` at index ~` using (13)
take additional MC samples at index ~`, to have at least dN~`e MC samples
use the sample variance (14) as an estimate for the variance V~`
compute the contribution V˜~` to the total variance of the estimator using (15)
end for
compute an estimate Vˆ for the variance of the estimator using (7)
if Vˆ > η2 then
find the index ~τ ∈ I(L) with largest ratio V˜~τ/W~τ
double the number of MC samples at index ~τ
use the sample variance (14) at index ~τ as an estimate for the variance V~τ
compute the contribution V˜~τ to the total variance of the estimator using (15)
end if
until Vˆ ≤ 2/2
if L ≥ 2 then
compute an estimate Bˆ for the bias using (16)
error =
√
Vˆ + Bˆ2
end if
L := L+ 1
until error < 
evaluate the MIMC estimatorML using (6)
return ML, error
over the unit cube [0, 1]s by an equal-weight cubature rule304
(17) S?N (f) :=
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
f(tn).305
Note that we will use a ? to denote the QMC counterparts of the MC methods. For-306
mula (17) is seemingly identical to the Monte Carlo estimator SN (f) in (5). However,307
instead of tn ∈ [0, 1]s being i.i.d. uniform random numbers, the cubature points tn are308
chosen deterministically to be better than random. “Better”, in this setting, means309
“more uniformly distributed”, a property that is measured by the discrepancy [9].310
Some common techniques for generating these points are rank-1 lattice rules [9] and311
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Algorithm 2 MIQMC
L = 0
I(L) = {(0, . . . , 0)}
I(L− 1) = ∅
error =∞
repeat
for ~` ∈ I(L)\I(L− 1) do
take N˜? QMC warm-up samples at index ~` for each random shift Ξk,~`
compute the variance contribution V˜ ?~` of the difference ∆G~` using (19)
end for
compute an estimate Vˆ for the variance of the estimator using (22)
repeat
find the index ~τ ∈ I(L) with largest ratio V˜ ?~τ /W~τ
double the number of QMC samples at index ~τ for each random shift Ξk,~τ
compute the variance contribution V˜ ?~τ of the difference ∆G~τ using (19)
compute an estimate Vˆ for the variance of the estimator using (22)
until Vˆ < 2/2
if L ≥ 2 then
compute an estimate Bˆ for the bias using (16)
error =
√
Vˆ + Bˆ2
end if
L := L+ 1
until error < 
evaluate the MIQMC estimatorM?L using (21)
return M?L, error
digital nets [10]. Rather than the usual O(1/√N) convergence behavior for Monte312
Carlo methods, QMC methods can, under certain conditions, achieve an integration313
error O(N−α) with α > 1/2, see [9, 25]. In our work, we will use the rank-1 lattice314
rule approach. An N -point rank-1 lattice rule in s dimensions is a QMC method with315
cubature points316
(18) tn =
{nz
N
}
, n = 0, . . . , N − 1,317
where z ∈ Zs is an s-dimensional generating vector, and {·} denotes the fractional318
part, i.e., {x} = x− bxc.319
Unfortunately, QMC methods do not provide an error bound derived from (15),320
since the points are chosen deterministically. However, this feature can be recovered321
by using random shifts: each point in the lattice rule is shifted by a vector Ξ ∈ [0, 1]s:322
t′n =
{nz
N
+Ξ
}
= {tn +Ξ}, n = 0, . . . , N − 1.323
324
We will denote the corresponding randomly shifted lattice rule as S?N (f ;Ξ). A prob-325
abilistic error estimate for the QMC method can be obtained by choosing K i.i.d.326
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shifts Ξ0, . . . , ΞK−1. The approximation for the integral now becomes327
S?N,K(f) :=
1
K
K−1∑
k=0
S?N (f ;Ξk)328
=
1
K
K−1∑
k=0
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
f({tn +Ξk}).329
330
Since the S?N (f ;Ξ0), . . . ,S?N (f ;ΞK−1) are i.i.d. random variables, the (sample) vari-331
ance of S?N,K(f),332
V[S?N,K(f)] ≈
1
K − 1
K−1∑
k=0
(S?N (f ;Ξk)− S?N,K(f))2 ,(19)333
334
can be used to construct a confidence interval for S?N,K(f) in the usual way, see [9].335
The integral we consider here is the expectation of the quantity of interest, E[G].336
Since the lognormal random field associated with (1) is represented by an infinite337
number of N (0, 1)-distributed random numbers in the KL-expansion, see (3), we338
actually have to consider an integral over R∞:339
E[G] = E[G(p(x, ω))] =
∫
R∞
G(p(x, ξ1, ξ2 . . .)) dΦ(ξ)340
=
∫
[0,1]∞
G(p(x,Φ−1(y1),Φ−1(y2) . . .)) dy341
≈
∫
[0,1]s
G(p(x,Φ−1(y1), . . . ,Φ−1(ys), 0, . . .)) dy342
≈ S?N (G ◦ Φ−1) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
G(Φ−1(tn)),343
344
where Φ and Φ−1 are the cumulative normal density and its inverse respectively. We345
apply this change of variables component-wise, i.e.,346
ξ = Φ−1(y) = (Φ−1(y1),Φ−1(y2), . . .) ∈ RN and y ∈ (0, 1)N.347
The setting of approximating the expected value by applying a linear functional to348
the solution of the lognormal diffusion problem under consideration has been ana-349
lyzed using randomly shifted lattice rules for a single level of discretization and for350
the multilevel algorithm, see, e.g., [17, 23, 24, 26]. In such a case it can be shown351
that the integrand belongs to a certain weighted Sobolev space with so-called product352
and order dependent (POD for short) weights, where the weights denote the impor-353
tance of different sets of variables. A generating vector z for the lattice rule can354
then be constructed using a component-by-component (CBC) algorithm with cost355
O(sN logN + s2N), see [23, 26, 29] for details. Software accompanying [23] for con-356
structing such rules is available on the internet [30]. The convergence rate depends357
on the decay of the eigenvalues, but is limited to O(N−1) because of the use of ran-358
domly shifted lattice rules on a non-periodic smooth function. The convergence is359
however independent of the truncation dimension s of the random field due to the360
POD-weighted Sobolev space.361
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4.2. The MIQMC Estimator. In the remainder of this section, we will derive362
the Multi-Index Quasi-Monte Carlo (MIQMC) estimator. The idea of the MIQMC363
method is to replace the simple MC estimator for the differences ∆G~` in (6) by the364
QMC method from §4.1. Due to the bias constraint we would like to satisfy in our365
algorithm, we need the estimator for the differences to be unbiased. This is satisfied366
for the randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rules presented above. The MIQMC estimator367
can be expressed as368
(20) M?L :=
∑
~`∈I(L)
S?N~`,K(∆G~`).369
Fully expanded, the MIQMC estimator for E[G] based on rank-1 lattice rules reads370
(21) M?L =
∑
~`∈I(L)
1
K
K−1∑
k=0
1
N~`
N~`−1∑
n=0
∆G~`(Φ
−1({tn +Ξk,~`})),371
with Φ−1 the inverse cumulative normal. Note that we have now written an explicit372
dependence of the differences ∆G~` on the vector ξ = Φ−1({tn+Ξk,~`}) ∈ Rs in the KL-373
expansion (4). The MIQMC estimator is still an asymptotically unbiased estimator,374
and its variance is given by375
V[M?L] = V
 ∑
~`∈I(L)
S?N~`,K(∆G~`)
376
=
∑
~`∈I(L)
V
[
S?N~`,K(∆G~`)
]
,(22)377
378
because of the i.i.d. random shifts Ξk,~`. The total work of the estimator is379
(23) W ? = K
∑
~`∈I(L)
N~`W~`.380
4.3. An Algorithm for MIQMC Simulation. We present an algorithm for381
MIQMC simulation in Algorithm 2. Some of the remarks given in §3.2 also apply382
here.383
Contrary to Algorithm 1, there is no analytic expression for the required number384
of samples at each index, similar to (13). Instead, we will base our method on the385
simple yet effective algorithm given in [15]: starting from an initial number of samples386
N˜?, we double the number of samples at the index with the largest ratio of variance387
contribution and cost. The way this variance contribution is estimated, is the main388
difference with the MIMC algorithm in Algorithm 1. For MIQMC, the contribution389
V˜ ?~` := V[S?N,K(∆G~`)] to the variance of the estimator, V[M?L], is computed by (19).390
This requires K independent random shift Ξk,~` at each index ~`, where all shifts are391
mutually independent. The number of shifts K needs to be chosen carefully. If K392
is too small, the variance estimation can be poor and the algorithm may terminate393
too early. If K is too large, it may kill the performance of the MIQMC estimator.394
Furthermore, the choice of K also influences the choice of the number of warm-up395
samples N˜?. We numerically found that in our examples, presented below, any 8 <396
K < 32 is acceptable, and in our experiments we will choose K = 16 with N˜? = 4.397
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Fig. 4: Average run time to compute one realization of the multi-index difference ∆G~`
of the quantity of interest G1 in the three-dimensional flow problem. The notation
(`, 0, 0) means that we investigate how the run time behaves when only the first
dimension is refined, and similar for all the other (mixed) dimensions.
5. Numerical Results. We investigate the performance of our MIQMC algo-398
rithm on the 3D flow problem introduced in §2. We consider three different sets399
of parameters for the covariance function of the underlying Gaussian random field,400
with various degree of smoothness, and two different quantities of interest. We com-401
pare with standard MIMC simulation and the multilevel counterparts: MLMC and402
MLQMC [33]. We show numerically that, for certain choices for the parameters in403
the covariance function and certain choices for the quantity of interest, such that the404
integrand is smooth, it is possible to obtain an estimator with a cost inversely pro-405
portional to the requested tolerance  on the RMSE, which is the best possible result406
for randomly shifted lattice rules in this setting [23].407
We consider a domain D = [0, 1]3 and impose a grid hierarchy as explained408
in §3. We choose mi,0 = 4 and Mi = 2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Each realization of409
the PDE is discretized using a cell-centered FV approach, and the resulting sparse410
system is solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient method with an algebraic411
multigrid preconditioner [3]. The average running time to compute a realization of412
the multi-index difference ∆G~` at each index ~` shows an isotropic structure, i.e., the413
rates are the same in every dimension, as can be deduced from Figure 4. Also, the414
mixed dimension rates are the products of the respective single-dimension rates. All415
simulations are performed on a 2.8GHz Ivy Bridge processor with 64GB of RAM. For416
the implementation of MLQMC and MIQMC based on rank-1 lattice rules, we pick a417
standard generating vector z from [28], and choose K = 16 random shifts.418
Three different sets of parameter values for the Matérn covariance function are419
provided, denoted as F1 to F3 , see Table 1. As the correlation length and smoothness420
decrease, we require more terms in the KL expansion of the underlying Gaussian421
random field. We used the criterion θs/θ1 ≤ 10−3 to determine the number of terms422
s, also listed in the table. The generated random fields have a zero-mean (µ(x) = 0),423
and we choose p = 1 for the `p-norm for all sets of parameters. Hence, we can use the424
analytic expressions for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for F3.425
As a first example, consider the parameterized PDE (1) with only Dirichlet bound-426
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Table 1: The three different sets of parameters used in the Matérn covariance function
(compare with the realizations in Figure 1 and the eigenvalue decay in Figure 2).
F1 F2 F3
correlation length λ 1 0.3 0.075
variance σ2 1 1 1
smoothness ν 2.5 1 0.5
number of KL terms s 12 201 3500
ary conditions, i.e., pD(x) = 0 and ΓD = Γ. The quantity of interest is a point eval-427
uation of the pressure at the middle of the domain, x = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). This problem428
will be denoted as G1.429
We analyze the behavior of the mean |E[∆G~`]| and variance V[∆G~`] of the multi-430
index differences in all (mixed) directions of the problem. We clearly see isotropy and431
a product structure from Figure 5.432
Next, we compare our MIQMC estimator with both the MLQMC estimator433
from [24, 33], and the variants based on plain Monte Carlo sampling: MIMC (with434
both FT and TD index sets) and MLMC. Note that for the multilevel methods, we435
use the implementation of the multi-index method with a single index representing436
the refinement in all levels at the same time. We measure the total simulation time,437
and the total amount of work using (12) and (23), where W~` is computed using a438
regression on the actual run times from Figure 4. We ran the six different algorithms439
for a sequence of decreasing tolerances  and present the results in Figure 6. For the440
smooth field F1, we clearly see the benefit of both QMC methods. Our MIQMC al-441
gorithm with TD index sets reaches an accuracy  = O(1/timer) with r = 0.92. This442
is nearly optimal, since we are working with rank-1 lattice rules. Thus, the best rate443
we hope to achieve is r = 1, i.e., a cost inversely proportional to the desired accuracy.444
Compare this to the methods based on MC-sampling, that have r = 0.5. Furthermore,445
the MIMC methods that use FT index sets have a suboptimal performance. This was446
already observed in [21], and there seems to be no improvement when switching to447
QMC-sampling.448
When the smoothness of the Matérn kernel of the underlying Gaussian field de-449
creases, the achieved rate r also decreases. For F2, we find numerically that r = 0.71450
for MIQMC with TD index sets. This can also be seen in Figure 6, where for the very451
rough field F3, the benefits of the QMC method have disappeared. All methods have452
the same asymptotic convergence rate r = 0.5, and the classical MLMC is actually453
the best method.454
As a second example, consider the parameterized PDE (1) with flow cell geometry,455
i.e.,456

p((x1, x2, x3), ·) = 1 on Γ|x1=0 ,
p((x1, x2, x3), ·) = 0 on Γ|x1=1 and
−k∇p · n = 0 elsewhere.
457
458
The quantity of interest we consider here is the effective permeability through the459
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Fig. 5: Behavior of the estimated mean and variance of the multi-index differences
∆G~` for the first quantity of interest G1. The notation (`, 0, 0) means that we investi-
gate how these quantities behave when only the first dimension is refined, and similar
for all the other (mixed) dimensions. For reference, the full black line corresponds to
the approximation of the quantity of interest G~` at (`, `, `).
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison of Multi-Index (both FT and TD) and Multilevel
(Quasi) Monte Carlo under different test conditions for G1.
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side of the domain at x1 = 1, i.e.,460
(24) G = −
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
k
∂p
∂x1
∣∣∣∣
x1=1
dx2 dx3,461
see [6, 18]. We approximate the derivative in (24) by a second-order finite difference,462
and the integral by the two-dimensional trapezoidal rule.463
Again, we analyze the behavior of the mean |E[∆G~`]| and variance V[∆G~`] of the464
multi-index differences in all (mixed) directions of this second problem. Now, there465
is a clear anisotropy when refining the differences as can be seen in Figure 7. It turns466
out that refining in the x1-direction is much more advantageous than refining in the467
x2- or x3-direction. This is evident when we consider the asymmetry of the quantity468
of interest G2, where the flux in the x1-direction is considered. Observe that the469
convergence rates of the mean |E[∆G~`]| and the variance V[∆G~`] are much smaller470
compared to the first test problem, G1.471
As before, we run all methods for a sequence of decreasing tolerances  and com-472
pare the performance. This is illustrated in Figure 8. However, we do not plot the473
results for the FT index set, since it behaves quite badly, similar to our previous474
example. For the smooth case, F1, the benefit of multi-index methods over multilevel475
methods is clearly visible again. The multilevel methods have an asymptotic conver-476
gence rate r = 0.32, thus, a cost = O(−3). This is due to the slow convergence rate477
of the variance of the multilevel differences. By also considering the other meshes478
included in the multi-index telescoping sum in (6) or (21), we are again able to re-479
cover the order-2 -convergence rate: cost = O(−2). For the less smooth case, F2,480
the results indicate that there might be some benefit in switching to QMC. However,481
the gain is only apparent for very small tolerances . In the non-smooth case F3, we482
have again that all methods have the same asymptotic cost = O(−3). In this case,483
the extension to MIMC does not help.484
We conclude from our experiments that the MIQMC estimator with TD index485
sets is able to recover the best possible -convergence rate of order 1 when using ran-486
domly shifted lattice rules for smooth problems. For problems with less smoothness,487
and hence, a slower convergence of the variance of the multi-index differences, the488
convergence rate deteriorates, but in our experiments the asymptotic -complexity is489
never worse than the classical MLMC method.490
6. Conclusions and Further Work. We have proposed a new Multi-Index491
Quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm for the solution of mathematical models in the form492
of partial differential equations with random coefficients. The MIQMC method com-493
bines the Multi-Index Monte Carlo method developed in [21] with QMC methods494
to obtain faster convergence of the multi-index differences. Motivated by problems495
in subsurface flow, we applied our method to an elliptic PDE in three dimensions496
with a diffusion coefficient given by a lognormal random field with underlying Matérn497
covariance function. For problems with a small correlation length, several thousand498
uncertainties are required to accurately model the underlying random field.499
Our numerical results show that the MIQMC method performs remarkably well500
in the case of smooth problems. We are able to recover a cost O(1/), associated with501
QMC methods, where  is the requested tolerance on the estimator. For problems502
with less smoothness, the benefit of QMC is less pronounced, as expected. Because of503
the faster QMC convergence, we are able to reduce the simulation time from several504
hours with MLMC to only a couple of minutes with MIQMC, for problems with 2505
million degrees of freedom and up to 3500 uncertainties.506
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Fig. 7: Behavior of the estimated mean and variance of the multi-index differences
∆G~` for the second quantity of interest G2. The notation (`, 0, 0) means that we inves-
tigate how these quantities behave when only the first dimension is refined, and similar
for all the other (mixed) dimensions. For reference, the full black line corresponds to
the approximation of the quantity of interest G~` at (`, `, `).
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Fig. 8: Performance comparison of Multi-Index (both FT and TD) and Multilevel
(Quasi) Monte Carlo under different test conditions for G2. Notice that the achieved
accuracies are much higher compared to the first test case G1.
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Future work may focus on either further reducing the variance of the multi-index507
differences, using for example interlaced polynomial lattice rules [8] or higher order508
digital nets [10]. Provided enough smoothness in the problem, we expect the estimator509
to achieve a complexity O(1/p), with p < 2. One could also improve the multi-index510
method by introducing an adaptive strategy for choosing the indices. This is already511
done in [34] for the Multi-Index Monte Carlo method, based on a greedy algorithm512
outlined in [12,20,27]. Using this approach, a quasi-optimal index set is constructed,513
without prior knowledge of the underlying problem. For this adaptive method, we514
expect similar gains as for adaptive sparse grids [12].515
Finally, we note that the analysis of our MIQMC estimator should be similar to516
what was done in [21], except for the convergence rate of the sampling method. Such517
analysis is outside the scope of the present paper.518
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